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Abstract

This paper addresses the problem of efficiently turning the connectivity of an initial triangular mesh into a new one, using combinatorial edge flip operations only, excluding vertex insertion and deletion. More precisely, we provide a practical but provably good solution for determining a sequence of edge flips between two surface triangulations sharing the same topological genus and the same number of vertices, with a one-to-one correspondence between the vertices of the two meshes. This is original in that the sequence of edge flips can be determined without using any canonical geometric or topological configuration, classically acting as a pivot between the two triangulations. The paper identifies the main difficulties that must be overcome by this direct algorithm, putting in place the foundation for a generic strategy. An efficient instantiation of this strategy is then presented, with an algorithm that proceeds by successive conformation of the facets, through a region-growing mechanism. The effectiveness of this approach is illustrated by practical benchmarks.
1 Introduction

This paper focuses on transforming the connectivity of a triangular surface mesh by using only edge flipping. Some applications including compression favor the use of a limited number of operations to express the difference between the connectivity of an original mesh and another one that is better adjusted to their treatments [AG05] or that is built implicitly [VCP09]. Therefore, we depart from the scope of Pachner’s results [Pac91] which can turn the triangulation of any compact manifold into another one using a larger set of bistellar operations, including insertion and removal of vertices.

We work on oriented triangular meshes whose vertices are labelled, with \( F_i(T) \) denoting the result of the flip of the edge \( i \) in \( T \): if an edge \((ab)\) is incident to the oriented facets \((abc)\) and \((bad)\), flipping \((ab)\) removes \((abc)\) and \((bad)\) in order to create two new oriented facets \((cad)\) and \((cdb)\).

The edge flip operation has been studied and plays an important role in computational geometry [BH09]. For example, it can be used to construct a planar Delaunay triangulation [Law77] or a Delaunay mesh [DZM07, ES96], to compare two planar triangulations with a so-called edge-flipping distance [HOS96] or to improve the quality of a triangulation [ABR06]. However, to our knowledge, there is no real general algorithm for determining a sequence of edge flips that transforms the initial connectivity of one surface mesh into another, based on the same vertices. Existing algorithms have significant limitations in practice, such as the use of an intermediate canonical configuration depending on the topological genus of the surface. Apart from the results on the triangulation of \( n \)-gons [ADLRS10], the main results are available for planar triangulations, where this canonical configuration can be plainly combinatorial [Law72] or driven by a geometric property when it consists of a Delaunay triangulation [Law77]. Regarding the generalization of these geometric results to triangular Riemannian manifolds, the situation is trickier, since intrinsic Delaunay triangulation [LL00] is not unique in practice [DZM07]. Hence, the existing results are established in a more combinatorial setting. Existence theorems have been proposed, which are available on the particular class of triangulations in which two facets share at most one edge and an edge flip is prohibited whenever it results in two edges connecting the same vertex pair. However, these triangulations can include non-manifold vertices. The first result came from Wagner [Wag36] who proved that any 2-triangulations on the sphere or on the plane are equivalent under edge flips. Equivalent results have been proposed for the torus by Dewdney [Dew73] and for the projective plane and the Klein bottle by Negami and Watanabe [NW90]. More generally, Negami [Neg99] has demonstrated that for any topological genus \( g \), there exists a number \( N = O(g^3) \) such that if the number of vertices of the two triangulations is greater than \( N \), there is a sequence of flips between them. This is a theoretical result that is not accompanied by a practical algorithm. It is important to note that these above-mentioned studies investigated triangulations of unlabelled vertices, which means that there is no constraint for a vertex destination during the transformations.

In the remainder of this paper, we broaden the study to triangulated combinatorial 2-manifolds with labelled vertices, belonging to a wide class of triangulations described in section 2. For this, we start by analyzing and explaining the cases in which it is possible to establish an edge between two vertices of a mesh, using only edge flips, without touching a set of constrained edges. Then section 3 describes our general and provably good strategy to turn the connectivity of one mesh into another, while analyzing and understanding the influence of the orientation and topological genus of the surface in conforming to a given connectivity. We also present a practical judicious instantiation of our algorithm, which drastically improves the efficiency of the predicates involved by using a region-growing exploration of the target mesh topology. Finally, we propose an analysis of the effectiveness of our algorithm in section 4 by exaggerating the type of situation that can be observed in practice.

2 General framework for the transformation of one mesh connectivity

In this part, we introduce the triangulation class in which we are working herein and detail the cases in which the existence of a path between two vertices can be used to establish a direct edge between these two vertices, while respecting the ordering of some of the constrained edges around them.
2.1 Class considered for triangulations and admitted edge flips

We are working within a class of triangulations \( T \) such that any triangulation \( T \) in \( T \) is composed of a single connected component that can be oriented, may contain boundaries, and is a combinatorial manifold: every facet of \( T \) has three distinct vertices, every edge is incident to exactly two facets oriented consistently (in the general case) or one facet (in the boundary case). Moreover, the set of facets incident to one vertex must form a topological or half topological disk.

![Image of a triangulation](image)

Figure 1: In the torus, at least three adjacent oriented facets \((acb)\), \((abc)\), and \((cab)\) can share the three vertices \(a\), \(b\), and \(c\)

Although the flip operation considered herein is not constrained by any geometrical criterion, care must be taken to ensure that the image of a triangulation \( T \) in \( T \) by a flip still belongs to \( T \). Specifically, the flip of the edge \((ab)\) will be forbidden whenever it would result in the creation of an edge connecting a vertex \(c\) to itself, i.e. when the two facets incident to \((ab)\) are incident to the same three vertices \(a\), \(b\), and \(c\) (see Figure 2). In the following, this edge \((ab)\) is said to be unflippable. Similarly, the flip operation is meaningless for the boundary edges, which have only one incident facet; consequently, these edges are also unflippable.

![Image of unflippable edges](image)

Figure 2: Two examples of unflippable edges \(e\)

Note that our combinatorial class \( T \) is quite different from the one studied by Wagner [Wag36] and by Negami and Watanabe [NW90]. Indeed, we are working with triangulations where two different edges can share the same pair of vertices and, similarly, two different facets may share the same three vertices (Fig. 1 illustrates that it is even possible to have more than two facets in this situation when the genus of the surface is not 0). As a result, our framework does not imply a minimal number of vertices in the triangulations are considering. Moreover, if we work only on manifold oriented triangulations, the validity of the algorithms presented in this paper generalizes Wagner’s existence theorem to edge-flip sequences between higher-genus surfaces, while allowing further intermediate states of the evolving mesh.

2.2 Construction of an edge in a path of facets

Let \(a\) and \(b\) be two vertices of a triangulation \( T \) in \( T \). \( T \) may contain constrained edges, in which flipping is forbidden. We analyse the conditions under which it is possible to exploit a simple path of facets that does not cross constrained edges between two vertices \(a\) and \(b\), to install an edge \((ab)\) by using edge flips. A path is determined from an exploration of the facets in the triangulation. When applicable, the method proposed constructs an edge \((ab)\) whose relative position with respect to the existing constrained edges around \(a\) and \(b\) is the same as the position of the original path (see Figure 3). Note that our results imply that it is sometimes possible to establish a new edge \((ab)\) between two vertices \(a\) and \(b\) that were already
connected by an edge. The two edges will be positioned differently in the topological disks around \( a \) and \( b \).

![Figure 3: Given a simple path of facets that does not cross constrained edges (in red) between \( a \) and \( b \), a sequence of edge flips in the path can here produce an edge (ab). The (ab) created has the same position as the initial path with respect to the constrained edges whose order has been preserved around \( a \) (resp. \( b \)). Here, the path starts in the piece of umbrella located between the constrained edges \((ac_1)\) and \((ac_2)\) anti-clockwise, just like the resulting edge (ab). The same property is checked at the other end of the path.](image)

### 2.2.1 Initial simplification of the path of facets

Let \( F_{\text{init}} = (f_1, \ldots, f_\ell) \) be a simple, constraint-preserving path of facets between two vertices \( a \) and \( b \) where each \( f_i \) appears only once and the associated path of edges \( E_{\text{init}} = (e_1, \ldots, e_{\ell-1}) \) is composed of unconstrained edges \( e_i = f_i \cap f_{i+1} \) shared by \( f_i \) and \( f_{i+1} \). Note that since it is possible for two adjacent facets to share two edges, the path of edges is not necessarily unique. In order to obtain a simplified path, we remove the first facet and the first edge of the lists as long as the first edge is incident to \( a \), and we remove the last facet and the last edge of the lists as long as the last edge is incident to \( b \). Let \( F = (f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_p) \) and \( E = (e_1, \ldots, e_{p-1}) \) be the resulting paths (see Figure 3). If \( E \) is empty, the edge (ab) respecting the order of the constrained edges around \( a \) and \( b \) is already in \( T \).

The envelope of a path of facets \( F \) is defined as the set of edges that are incident to a facet in \( F \) but that were not retained in the associated path of edges \( E \). The connectivity of the edges on the envelope is deduced from the order and the connectivity of the facets in the path of facets.

### 2.2.2 Construction of (ab) from a simplified path of edges

The approach of recovering an edge (ab) by iteratively flipping the edges of a path between \( a \) and \( b \) is not new [VCP09], but we extend it to case containing unflippable edges. The cases where it is possible to use a simplified path of facets \( F \) and its associated path of edges \( E \) to establish an edge between \( a \) and \( b \) are the followings:

**The case where \( a \) is incident to no facet but the first one \((f_1)\) in \( F \):** The edges of the path are flipped incrementally from the first one to the last one to create the edge (ab). This operation is denoted as *direct construction of (ab) inside F*.

**Proof.** Indeed, \( e_1 \) is not incident to \( a \) (since \( F \) is simplified) and \( e_1 \) is flippable (otherwise \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) would be incident to the same three vertices including \( a \), which is not possible). So \( F_{e_1}(T) \) generates an edge that contains the vertex \( a \), and two facets \( f_1' \) and \( f_2' \) that are necessarily located within the envelope of the original path of facets (see Figure 4). It is not restrictive to assume that \( f_2' \) is the facet created incident to \( e_2 \). Consequently, after the flip, a new path of facets \( F'' = (f_2', \ldots, f_1, \ldots, f_p) \) is obtained. \( F'' \) connects \( a \) and \( b \) and its length is reduced by one with respect to the initial path. Following the same reasoning, \( e_2 \) is not incident to \( a \) and \( e_2 \) is flippable since \( a \) is incident to \( f_2' \) only. Therefore, the edge (ab) can be constructed by flipping all the edges \( (e_1, \ldots, e_{p-1}) \) iteratively, and the resulting position of (ab) is included within the envelope of the original simplified path of facets \( F \) (see Figures 4 and 5).
Figure 4: Construction of an edge \((ab)\) from a path of facets in which \(a\) is incident to no facet but \(f_1\) in \(F\).

Figure 5: Abstract representation of the construction of \((ab)\) in which no facet is incident to \(a\) but the first one (all the vertices in blue are different from \(a\)).

If \(b\) is incident to no facet but the last one \((f_p)\) in \(F\), the result is symmetric, and the edge \((ba)\) can be constructed directly in reversed \(F\) by flipping all the edges \((e_1, \ldots, e_{p-1})\) in the reverse order.

The case where \(a\) is incident to several facets in \(F\), but at least one edge of \(F\) is flippable: When \(a\) is incident to several facets in the simplified path \(F\), the edges of \(E\) can be flipped iteratively as in the previous case, until an unflippable edge \(e\) is encountered: the length of the path of facets is decreased after each flip, and the path still remains simplified. It is therefore not restrictive to consider that \(e_1\) is an unflippable edge (i.e. \(f_1\) and \(f_2\) share the same three vertices). \(e_1\) is not incident to \(a\) since the path is simplified.

Let us assume that the edge \(e_1\) is the first flippable edge in \(E\), which means that the \(i\) first facets \((f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_i)\) in the sequence \(F\) share the same three vertices as \(f_1\), and that the vertex \(v_F\) opposite to \(e_i\) in \(f_{i+1}\) is not a vertex of \(f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_i\). Since \(v_F\) is incident to no facet but the last one in the path \(F'\) from \(a\) to \(v_F\), we can construct the edge \((av_F)\) directly in \(F'\) as described in the previous case (flip of the edges \(e_1, e_{i-1}, \ldots, e_1\) successively). The resulting edge \((av_F)\) splits the envelope of the initial \(F\) into two non-empty parts. Only one of them is a simplified path of facets between \(a\) and \(b\) (see Figure 6). The length of this new path is strictly reduced with respect to the original \(F\).

We say in that case that \(F\) is reductible. The operation which consists in iteratively flipping the edges of \(E\) from the first one to the first unflippable one (not included), followed by the iterative flip of the edges (considered in the reverse order) from the first flippable one to the first edge of \(E\), is denoted as a reduction of \(F\).

An immediate consequence of the two above cases is the following lemma:
Lemma 1: If a simplified path $F$ between two vertices $a$ and $b$ is reducible to a path in which the extremity $a$ is incident to only one facet in $F$, then it is possible to directly construct an edge $(ab)$ in the envelope of $F$, by iteratively flipping the edges of the reduced path, oriented from $a$ to $b$.

The case where none of the edges in $E$ is flippable, which means that all the facets in $F$ share the same three vertices $a$, $b$ and $c$: The path of facets $F$ cannot be reduced and cannot be used as is to construct an edge $(ab)$ between its two ends. This means that it is not possible to create $(ab)$ inside its envelope using edge flips. Nevertheless, there is a useful case where the path $F$ can be used as a starting point for the construction of a new simplified and reducible path. This path has its length less than or equal to that of $F$, and it has the same relative position with regards to the constrained edges around $a$ and $b$.

Turning anti-clockwise on the envelope of $F$, we denote as the right half-envelope the sequence of vertices between $a$ and $b$, and the left half-envelope is the sequence of vertices between $b$ and $a$.

Lemma 2: Let $F$ be a simplified path of facets between $a$ and $b$ that exclusively consists of facets incident to the same three vertices $a$, $b$ and $c$. If one half-envelope of $F$ contains at least one occurrence of $c$ and it is possible to connect the remaining half-envelope to a vertex $d$ different from $a$, $b$ and $c$, without crossing any constrained edge, then $F$ can be locally moved to a new path whose length is less than or equal to that of $F$, and whose envelope is not included in that of $F$.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure7}
\caption{Abstract representation of the case in which the path $F$ is composed of facets that are all incident to the same triplet of vertices $a$, $b$ and $c$. If one half-envelope of $F$ contains at least one occurrence of $c$, it can be transformed into a shorter path (their length can also be equal) which is reducible: a) The path of facets between $d$ and one edge of the half-envelope of $F$ (in yellow) is enlarged with one facet of $r$; b) $d$ is inserted in one half-envelope of the evolving $F$ that is incremented by one facet, and the other half-envelope remains unchanged; c) the construction of $(ad)$ or $(db)$ if $d$ has already been connected to $a$ within the first facet of the path) reduces the length of the evolving path between $a$ and $b$.}
\end{figure}

Proof. We first insert $d$ into the corresponding half-envelope $HE_r$, with the other half-envelope $HE_l$ denoting the one with at least one occurrence of $c$. To do so, we build a minimal path of facets between $d$ and $HE_r$ and complete it with a facet of $F$ (see Figure 7), obtaining a path $F' = (f'_1, .. f'_p)$ between a vertex $s_F$ in $HE_l$ and $d$ such that $f'_1$ is the only facet in $F$. Since $d$ is incident to no facet but the last one $(f'_p)$ in $F'$, we can directly construct the edge $(s_Fd)$ inside $F'$. This inserts the edge $(ds_F)$ in the associated path of facets $E$, and increments the number of facets in $F$ by one. Note that $d$ cannot be directly connected to both the origin and target vertices of the evolving $F$. Therefore, it is not restrictive to consider that $d$ is not directly connected to the origin $a$ of $F$. Then it is possible to directly construct an edge between $d$ and the origin $a$ of $F$, using lemma 1 above. The constructed edge $(ad)$ splits $F$ into two non-empty parts, and only one of them is a path of facets between $a$ and $b$. This means that the length of the evolving $F$ is now decreased by at least one facet. In the resulting path, the half-envelope that does not contain $d$ has not been modified, so the resulting $F'$ is incident to the vertices $a$, $b$, $c$ and $d$, and its length is less or equal to the length of the original $F$. There is a flippable edge in the remaining path of edges, i.e. it is possible to remove an additional facet in the path of facets derived from the original $F$.

In the particular case where $HE_l$ is composed of only two edges $(bc)$ and $(ba)$, the vertex $s_F$ corresponds to $c$. \hfill \qed
The operation that consists in inserting a vertex \( d \) in a non-reducible path \( F \) in order to transform it into a reducible path is denoted a local move of the path.

This trick will be used in two particular cases that will be encountered in the algorithms presented in section 3.

**Lemma 3:** Let \( F \) be a simplified path of facets between \( a \) and \( b \), with the associated path of edges \( E \) composed exclusively of unflippable edges. Let \( C_F \) denote the connected component enclosing \( F \) (here we consider the connectivity of facets across unconstrained edges). If \( C_F \) encloses at least four different vertices and if one half-envelope of \( F \) is composed of only two constrained edges \( (bc) \) and \( (ca) \) (we say that \( F \) is an umbrella path), then \( F \) can be locally moved to construct a shorter or equal reducible path of facets, whose first and last facets have the same position as the original \( F \) with regards to the constraints around \( a \) and \( b \) respectively. The resulting path is also an umbrella path.

**Proof.** This result is a direct consequence of lemma 2: the remaining half-envelope necessarily contains an unconstrained edge (otherwise the connected component \( C_F \) would correspond to the interior of \( F \), which is not possible, since it contains a fourth vertex different from \( a \), \( b \) and \( c \), that can be connected with a minimal path to a fourth vertex \( d \) (see Figure 8).

**Figure 8:** Case where the unreducible path \( F \) is an umbrella path inside a connected component with at least four vertices (constrained edges in red).

**Lemma 4:** Let \( F \) be a simplified path of facets between \( a \) and \( b \), with the associated path of edges \( E \) exclusively composed of unflippable edges and each half-envelope of \( F \) containing at least one unconstrained edge. Let \( C_F \) denote the connected component enclosing \( F \). If \( C_F \) encloses at least four vertices and \( F \) does not split \( C_F \) into two disconnected parts (the facets of \( F \) being excluded), then \( F \) can be locally moved to construct a shorter or equally reducible path of facets, whose first and last facets have the same position as \( F \) with respect to the constraints around \( a \) and \( b \) respectively.

**Proof.** One of the two half-envelopes of \( F \) necessarily contains \( c \) and the result is another consequence of lemma 2: since \( C_F \) is connected and touches the two half-envelopes at unconstrained edges, the fourth vertex \( d \) can be connected to whatever half-envelope we need (see Figure 9).

**Figure 9:** Case where the path \( F \) between \( a \) and \( b \) is not reductible but is included in a connected component \( C_F \) with at least four vertices and unconstrained edges on the two half-envelopes of \( F \) (constrained edges in red).
Now we illustrate that it is not always possible to use a path of facets between \(a\) and \(b\) to construct an edge \((ab)\) by using the operations discussed above (simplification, reduction, local move and direct construction in a path).

**Lemma 5:** In some cases, there is no simple path of facets in the envelope of which it is possible to construct an edge.

**Proof.** We have identified pathological cases where an edge \((ab)\) cannot be built directly using a simple path of facets (see Figure 10). This does not mean that it is impossible to build the edge, but in this case, the prior creation of other edges, or, equivalently, the introduction of several occurrences of the same facet in the path may be necessary.

![Figure 10](image)

**Figure 10:** a) Triangulation \(T\) in which one wishes to construct a new edge \((ab)\) between the constraint edges colored in red. For better visibility, \(T\) has been flattened on the plane, with the vertices \(a\), \(b\) and \(c\) being duplicated; a) in yellow, the only direct path of facets available to construct the edge \((ab)\); b) there exists a triangulation of \(T\) featuring the desired edge \((ab)\), but it cannot be constructed from the yellow path of facets (note that constructing \((ab)\) is impossible without previously modifying the triangulation of \(T\)).

\[\square\]

### 3 Turning the connectivity of a triangulation into a target triangulation

Let there be \(T_{init}\) and \(T_{target}\) in \(\mathbb{T}\), two oriented triangulations with the same vertices and sharing the same topological genus and the same boundaries. \(T_{init}\) and \(T_{target}\) may also contain constrained edges that cannot be flipped. Any constrained edges have to be present in the two triangulations, they should have the same relative position around each vertex, and above all, the connected component they may delimit should be composed of the same interior vertices in the two triangulations and be bounded by the same boundaries. We then say that \(T_{init}\) and \(T_{target}\) share a consistent set of constrained edges. As far as the connected component are concerned, we recall that we consider the connectivity of facets exclusively across unconstrained edges. The aim of this task is to modify the connectivity of \(T_{init}\) by flipping a sequence of edges in order to recover the connectivity of \(T_{target}\). Throughout the changes, the evolving triangulation will be denoted \(T_{current}\), which is initialized to \(T_{init}\).

![Figure 11](image)

**Figure 11:** The two triangulations are different and share a similar boundary, but it is impossible to transform one into the other by edge flipping, since all the facets are based on the same vertices \(a\), \(b\) and \(c\).

**Lemma 6:** One case in which it is not possible to turn \(T_{init}\) into \(T_{target}\) using edge flipping (while remaining in the class of triangulation \(\mathbb{T}\)), is when one connected component of \(T_{target}\) (and its corre-
sponding component in $T_{\text{init}}$) contains only three vertices $a$, $b$ and $c$ and those vertices are connected differently in the two triangulations (see Figure 11). This blocking situation can only be met when the connected component contains at least three facets. Within this limit, the triangulation of the connected component is unique in $\mathbb{T}$, given its fixed boundary.

**Proof.** Indeed, the edges inside a connected component containing only three vertices are unflippable in the triangulation class $\mathbb{T}$ in which we are working. In the case where the connected component contains at most two facets, there are only three possible triangulations which are unique depending on the number of facets and the edges on the boundary (see Figure 12).

![Figure 12: The only triangulations of $\mathbb{T}$ with only three vertices and at most two facets: a) one facet, three boundary edges, b) two facets, two boundary edges and one interior vertex, c) two facets, four boundary edges.](image)

3.1 Hypothesis made on $T_{\text{target}}$

In order not to encounter a blocking situation in our algorithms turning one connectivity into another using edge flips, we will see that it suffices to assume that $T_{\text{target}}$ does not enclose more than two connected facets that share the same triplet of vertices, but we insist on the fact that this limit does not apply to $T_{\text{init}}$ or $T_{\text{current}}$.

3.2 Strategy of iteratively integrating the edges of $T_{\text{target}}$ into $T_{\text{current}}$

We have shown that given a current triangulation $T_{\text{current}}$ in $\mathbb{T}$, some edges can be incorporated into the mesh using a path of facets under certain conditions. The connectivity of $T_{\text{current}}$ is only altered inside the path of facets and its possible local moves are restrained inside the including connected component. However, the edges of $T_{\text{target}}$ cannot be constructed into $T_{\text{current}}$ using an arbitrary order, since the construction of an edge can interact with the construction of another edge. The naive algorithm consisting in iteratively constructing the edges of $T_{\text{target}}$ into $T_{\text{current}}$ may fail, introducing an edge may require the flip (hence the destruction) of other, previously built, edges. In order to avoid the possible problems of infinite loops, we have made it possible to block an edge, and we propose to use it to preserve each edge we construct. Whenever an edge of $T_{\text{target}}$ is checked and constructed into $T_{\text{current}}$, it is blacklisted, meaning it becomes constrained and unusable in any path of edges involved in a future construction. Thus, at each step of the transformation, the triangulations $T_{\text{current}}$ and $T_{\text{target}}$ are both composed of a so called unexplored part which contains facets that are incident to at least one unconstrained edge, and one conformed part, identical in the two meshes, which is exclusively composed of facets incident to constrained edges. Moreover, so that conforming an edge $(ab)$ of $T_{\text{target}}$ into $T_{\text{current}}$ does not prevent the future construction of edges present in $T_{\text{target}}$, the edge created $(ab)$ must satisfy the two following rules:

- The conforming (hence the blocking) of an edge that would split the unexplored region in the two meshes is forbidden whenever it would separate vertices of $T_{\text{current}}$ that are adjacent in $T_{\text{target}}$ (see Figure 13). When checked before each insertion and blocking of an edge, this constraint
helps ensure the further existence of a path of facets between vertices of \( T_{\text{current}} \) that are adjacent in \( T_{\text{target}} \).

- The conforming (hence the blocking) of an edge \((ab)\) must respect the order of constrained edges around the extremities \(a\) and \(b\) in \( T_{\text{target}}\) (which is ensured if the path of facets used to construct the edge respects this order). Moreover, whenever conforming and blocking an edge splits the unexplored region, we must check that the resulting cycles of constrained edges are oriented consistently in \( T_{\text{current}} \) and \( T_{\text{target}} \) (see Figure 14). Otherwise, the proposed construction of \((ab)\) is cancelled. This second constraint ensures that the conformed facets resulting from the conforming of the edges have a similar orientation in \( T_{\text{current}} \) and \( T_{\text{target}} \). In combination with the previous rule, it also ensures the further existence of a path of facets between vertices of \( T_{\text{current}} \) that are adjacent in \( T_{\text{target}} \).

At the beginning of the algorithm, the two triangulations share a consistent set of constrained edges. If the two rules introduced above are checked at each attempt to conform an edge, the evolving set of
constrained edges is ensured to remain consistent. Note that the satisfiability of the two rules mainly depends on the path of facets used to conform the edge. However, it is not always possible to construct a path of facets from which the construction of an edge is possible while satisfying the two rules (see Figure 10).

3.3 Generic algorithm for connectivity conformation

We denote as directly constructible an edge $e$ of $T_{\text{target}}$ for which one has found a path of facets in $T_{\text{current}}$ that can be used to construct $e$ by edge flips (in combination with local path moves if necessary, as presented in 2.2.2), while respecting the two rules presented in the previous subsection 3.2. We now present a general algorithm to conform the connectivity of two triangulations $T_{\text{init}}$ and $T_{\text{target}}$ in $T$ sharing a consistent set of constrained edges and boundaries, with no more than two connected facets incident to a same triplet of vertices in $T_{\text{target}}$. This algorithm is founded on the property that at each step, there exists at least one directly constructible edge. The path used to check whether an edge $e$ is directly constructible or not is the path of facets is as direct as possible whose position is similar to the one of $e$ in $T_{\text{target}}$ position with respect to constrained edges around the extremities of $e$. Recall that this path of facets should also not cross any constrained edge (a breadth-first exploration of the mesh can be used for this task). This path is first simplified if necessary, as described in 2.2.1.

3.3.1 Algorithm

The generic algorithm conforming the edges of $T_{\text{target}}$ into $T_{\text{current}}$ proceeds as follows:

**Algorithm 1** Turn the connectivity of $T_{\text{current}}$ into the connectivity of $T_{\text{target}}$

\[
\begin{array}{l}
\text{while } T_{\text{target}} \text{ contains unconstrained edges that do not belong to } T_{\text{current}} \text{ do} \\
\quad \text{find a directly constructible edge } e \text{ in } T_{\text{target}} \text{ that does not belong to } T_{\text{current}} \\
\quad \text{construct } e \text{ in } T_{\text{current}} \\
\quad \text{block } e \\
\text{end while}
\end{array}
\]

3.3.2 Proof of the generic algorithm

We have already explained how a path of facets can sometimes be used to construct an edge $(ab)$ (details in 2.2). In this case, the constructed edge complies with the position of the path with respect to the constrained edges around $a$ and $b$, even when local moves of the path are implied. Let us recall that a local move of the path is performed only when no edge of the path is flippable, but it is not always possible to resort to it. If the path cannot be used to construct the edge $(ab)$ and no path move is possible, the edge is not directly constructible. In the same way, if the edge $(ab)$ can be constructed but does not respect one of the two rules in 3.2, it is cancelled and considered as not directly constructible. Therefore, all unconstrained edges in $T_{\text{target}}$ are not directly constructible at each step of the algorithm.

**Proof.** To demonstrate that the general algorithm converges, it suffices to prove that at each step there exists at least one directly constructible edge:

- If there is a cyclical path of facets in $T_{\text{target}}$ (that does not cross any constrained edge), then every edge $(ab)$ of $T_{\text{target}}$ involved in the corresponding edge path is directly constructible (see Figures 15 and 16). Indeed, the construction and the blocking of $(ab)$ does not imply the split of an unexplored connected component in the two meshes, which means that the two rules of 3.2 should be respected if an admissible path is found. Therefore, we must ensure that the construction of $(ab)$ is possible even in the particular case where all the edges of the simplified path $F$ between $a$ and $b$ in the evolving $T_{\text{current}}$ are unflippable (ie. when all the facets of that path have the same
vertices a, b and c), because of the path’s local moves. Indeed, local moves are performed by inserting a fourth vertex d in the half-envelope of the path that requires it. This fourth vertex d can always be found in the connected component enclosing the path F: the connectivity inside the component differs in $T_{\text{current}}$ and $T_{\text{target}}$ otherwise the edge (ab) would already exist in $T_{\text{current}}$ and there would be no problem to create it. This means that the connected component contains at least three facets but there can be no more than two connected facets sharing the same vertices in $T_{\text{target}}$ (note that the connected component we are working with is also the connected component containing the cyclical path of facets in $T_{\text{target}}$). Any half-envelope of the path $F$ can be connected to d since none of them can be exclusively composed of constrained edges and the path $F$ does not split the including connected component. Therefore, Lemma 4 ensures that $F$ can be locally moved into a reducible path. Whenever this particular case is met, the insertion of vertices in the envelope is performed as many times as necessary to create flippable edges and to decrease the length of the path, until creation of the desired edge (ab).

![Figure 15:](image1.png)

Figure 15: a) Cyclical path of facets (in yellow) around one vertex a in $T_{\text{target}}$ (constrained edges in red); b) The conforming of (ab) into $T_{\text{current}}$ is always possible (path of facets used in yellow).

![Figure 16:](image2.png)

Figure 16: a) Cyclical path of facets (in yellow) in $T_{\text{target}}$ and (ab) an edge of the associated edge path (constrained edges in red); b) conforming of (ab) into $T_{\text{current}}$ (path of facets used in yellow).

- Let us show that a directly constructible edge still exists, even when no cyclical path of facets exists in $T_{\text{target}}$ (this implies that all the vertices of $T_{\text{current}}$ and $T_{\text{target}}$ are incident to a constrained edge). By constructing an edge of $T_{\text{target}}$ in $T_{\text{current}}$, a connected component will necessarily be split. Therefore, each connected component corresponds to a tree for the unconstrained adjacency relation between the facets in $T_{\text{target}}$. If all the trees are composed of one node, $T_{\text{current}}$ and $T_{\text{target}}$ are identical and the algorithm is over. Otherwise, let us consider one leaf a a tree that is not reduced to a single node. It corresponds to an oriented facet (abc) of $T_{\text{target}}$ that is bounded by two constrained edges (ca) and (cb). The edge (ab) that closes the facet (abc) is directly constructible in $T_{\text{current}}$ (see Figure 17): indeed, a path of facets to build (ab) while being compatible with rule 2 in 3.2 is contained in the oriented piece of umbrella around c between (ca) and (cb) in $T_{\text{current}}$, and a breadth-first traversal from a can be used to exhibit this umbrella path. We must also ensure that the construction of (ab) is possible even in the particular case where all of the path’s edges between a and b are unflippable (all the facets of the path have the same vertices a, b and c), because of the local moves of the path that can be performed in these conditions (Lemma 3). This
occurs in the case where one of the two half-envelopes of the path is composed of the constrained edges \((cb)\) and \((ca)\). A fourth vertex \(d\) can always be found in the connected component in which the path is enclosed (no more than two connected facets sharing the same vertices in \(T_{\text{target}}\)), and the remaining half-envelope of the path can be connected to \(d\). The vertices are inserted in the half-envelope as many times as necessary to create a flippable edge and to decrease the length of the path. Rule 1 is respected since the connected component created contains no interior vertex.

![Figure 17: \(T_{\text{target}}\) contains no more cyclical path of facets (constrained edges in red); a) The edge \(ab\) that closes the oriented facet \((abc)\) with the constrained edges \((ca)\) and \((cb)\) in \(T_{\text{target}}\) is directly constructible; b) conforming \((ab)\) into \(T_{\text{current}}\) (path of facets used in yellow).](image)

Of course, the overall complexity of this algorithm depends considerably on the complexities of the path determination and constructability tests. In particular, if the construction of an edge adds a connected component to the mesh, verifying the correctness of this new component can be highly complex. In the next section, we propose an efficient strategy that consists in only splitting the unexplored region by closing a single facet, in order to significantly reduce the number of tests. This amounts to building the connectivity facet by facet.

3.4 An efficient facet-based instantiation of the algorithm

We now present a particular instantiation of the above-described algorithm, in which the closure of a cycle of constrained edges always closes a single facet: the cost of the constructability test becomes constant (excluding the cost of the simulation of the edge construction) or even null if we slightly modify the strategy for the edge construction. In fact, the construction of the edges is reduced to three different cases, which we explain in the context of this new algorithm. This efficient algorithm consists in iteratively constructing oriented facets, instead of only edges. Moreover, we propose to proceed to conforming the facets by region growing on \(T_{\text{target}}\) in order to avoid ordering the blocked edges around each vertex. Region growing is initiated from a facet of \(T_{\text{target}}\) that is first constructed into \(T_{\text{current}}\). As it evolves, the \(T_{\text{current}}\) triangulation is composed of two areas: the *conformed region* \(R_c\), consisting of facets of \(T_{\text{target}}\) already built into \(T_{\text{current}}\) (blocked), and the *unexplored region* \(R_u\), consisting of the other facets.

3.5 Region-growing strategy

Given a first constructed facet in \(T_{\text{current}}\), we want our region-growing strategy to guarantee that the unexplored region \(R_u\) consists of a single connected component. This ensures the existence of a path of facets between two arbitrary vertices \(u_1\) and \(u_2\) in \(R_u\). This also requires that the construction of a facet \((abc)\) be allowed exclusively in the three following cases.
3.5.1 Facet closure (FC):

If two edges \((ac)\) and \((ab)\) are constrained, \((abc)\) is constructed in two steps (see figure 18). We first determine in \(T_{\text{current}}\) the unique path of facets \(F = (f_1, f_2, ..., f_i, ..., f_p)\) joining \(b\) and \(c\) in the oriented umbrella of facets incident to \(a\). We then construct the edge \((bc)\) in the path of facets \(F\) as described in 2.2, while possibly using local path moves, in case all the edges are unflippable (a possibility ensured by Lemma 3).

![Figure 18: Constructing the facet \((abc)\) in the case \((FC)\)](image)

3.5.2 Creation of a facet towards a new vertex (NV):

If only one edge \((ab)\) of \((abc)\) is constrained and the vertex \(c\) is not incident to any constrained edge, then the facet \((abc)\) can be built (see Figure 19). The edge \((ac)\) is constructed using the algorithm described in section 2.2 with the shortest path of facets joining \((ab)\) to \(c\) (the construction inside the path is then direct since \(c\) is incident to no facet of the path but the last one, which means that no local path move is required). Afterwards, the edge \((bc)\) is constructed as in the previous case \((FC)\).

![Figure 19: Constructing the facet \((abc)\) in \((NV)\)](image)

3.5.3 Creation of a facet towards a previous vertex (PV):

If only one edge \((ab)\) of \((abc)\) is constrained and the vertex \(c\) is already incident to a constrained edge, the construction of \((abc)\) is allowed in the only case where the resulting facet does not split \(R_u\) into two connected components (see Figure 20). The edge \((ac)\) is constructed using the algorithm described in section 2.2 with the shortest path of facets joining \((ab)\) to \(c\), while possibly using local path moves, in case all the edges are unflippable (a possibility ensured by Lemma 4). Afterwards, the edge \((bc)\) is constructed as in the previous case \((FC)\).

Note that \((PV)\) is performed in particular when both \((NV)\) and \((FC)\) can be applied nowhere in \(R_u\) (and \(R_u\) contains more than one facet). \(R_u\) then corresponds to the cycle of facets that can be exhibited by running along the border of \(R_u\). The construction of one facet \((abc)\) belonging to the cycle will not split \(R_u\) into two connected components.

It is clear that the time complexity of a facet construction differs greatly from one case to another. The \((FC)\) case can be executed in constant time on average, but \(O(n)\) in the worst-case scenario \((n\) being the number of vertices). The construction costs are \(O(n)\) on average in the \((NV)\) and \((PV)\) cases, but may reach \(O(n^2)\) in the worst case. Therefore, the overall algorithm has a complexity \(O(n^3)\) in the worst-case scenario, but the experimental results shown in section 4 exhibit a linear statistical complexity.
It is worthwhile to noting that regarding the orientations of the facets created, it is only necessary to check the first facet. The orientation depends on how the third edge \((bc)\) is constructed, and more specifically, on the facet path considered to connect \(b\) and \(c\). This path is built into the umbrella of facets incident to \(a\), which leaves only one possibility when \(a\) is already incident to a blocked facet, so that, the orientation of the facet \((abc)\) is always consistent with the facets previously built.

### 3.6 Constructing the first well-oriented facet

Flip operations applied to \(T_{current}\) must be chosen so that the facets of the triangulation obtained at the end of the algorithm are the same as the facets of \(T_{target}\), even in terms of orientation. Therefore, care must be taken to conform the first oriented facet \((abc)\) into \(T_{current}\) (see Figure 21). When closing the first facet \((abc)\) after creation of the edges \((ab)\) and \((ac)\) (using \((NV)\)), it is not always obvious to know the right orientation of the umbrella of \(a\) in \(T_{current}\), when \(a\) is not a boundary vertex. Therefore, the edge \((bc)\) is constructed as described in \((FC)\), while possibly trying the two options for the orientation of the umbrella around \(a\) in \(T_{current}\). Among these two configurations, the algorithm must choose the one that corresponds to a correct orientation of the resulting facet.

![Figure 20: Constructing the facet \((abc)\) in the case \((PV)\)](image)

### 3.7 Algorithm

The algorithm to conform the connectivity of \(T_{target}\) into \(T_{current}\) is now simple to write (see Algo. 2).

It should be noted that the three cases do not address the construction of a facet with all of its edges constrained. This case occurs when the region \(R_u\) is reduced to a single facet, that is at the end of the algorithm. Since in \(T_{current}\) and \(T_{target}\), this last facet is incident to the same vertices and has the same orientation (by the orientation consistency discussed above), it is identical in the two triangulations. This explains why the last facet is treated separately. When all the facets of \(T_{target}\) are built, the algorithm is over and the triangulations \(T_{current}\) and \(T_{target}\) are identical.

Finally, in the algorithm described above, the growing of the region \(R_c\) proceeds linearly by adding one facet after another. It would be relatively straightforward to parallelize the algorithm so that it
Algorithm 2 Algorithm to conform the connectivity of $T_{\text{target}}$ into $T_{\text{current}}$

Build the first facet (with the correct orientation)

while at least two facets remain to be built do
  while there is a facet corresponding to (NV) or (FC) do
    Build the facet
    Block its edges
  end while
  if facets remain to be built then
    Build a facet verifying (PV)
    Block its edges
  end if
end while

Build the last facet

begins with several oriented facets seeds. Indeed, the region $R_u$ must be imperatively limited to a single connected component, but the method imposes no constraint on $R_c$.

3.8 Proof of the algorithm

The region-growing algorithm can be proved by showing it is a particular case of the generic algorithm, but we prefer to present an alternate demonstration that we find to be more elegant.

To show that the current triangulation $T_{\text{current}}$ converges toward the target triangulation $T_{\text{target}}$, we begin by recalling that at each step of the algorithm, the triangulation $T_{\text{current}}$ is always composed of two regions $R_c$ (the conformed region) and $R_u$ (the unexplored region). With the three operations involved, $R_u$ always remains a connected component. By maintaining the connectivity of $R_u$, we ensure that the algorithm can always find a path of facets between the two extremities of an edge of $T_{\text{target}}$.

Let us show that the region growing using the operations described in (NV), (FC) and (PV) can conform and block all the target facets in $T_{\text{current}}$. We recall that if $R_c$ is not empty then $R_u$ is a surface with a boundary.

Theorem A.1. If an expansion (region growing restrained to the operations described in (NV) and (FC)) does not reduce $R_u$ to a single oriented facet, then $R_u$ is not contractible.

Proof. Suppose that $R_u$ is not reduced to a single facet after the expansion and is contractible. Let $B$ be the set of unexplored facets of $T_{\text{target}}$ that are incident to at least one edge of the $R_c$ boundary. The facets of $B$ have their three vertices belonging to this boundary, otherwise they should have been built by the expansion from (NV) and inserted in $R_c$. As the unexplored area $R_u$ is contractible, all the triangles corresponding to the facets of $B$ are included in a triangular tiling of the $n$-gon whose vertices are those of the boundary of $R_c$. Note that two triangles of $B$ that geometrically share an edge in the tiling do not necessarily correspond to adjacent facets in the triangulation $T_{\text{target}}$ (see Figure 22). However, since all the triangulations of an $n$-gon have at least one triangle $t$ incident to two edges of the boundary, and the triangles of the tiling that are incident to an edge of the boundary correspond to a facet of $B$, the facet of $B$ corresponding to $t$ is then in the configuration of the (FC) case and should have been inserted into $R_c$, which is contrary to the hypothesis.

Theorem A.2. At the end of the conforming algorithm, the connectivity of $T_{\text{current}}$ and $T_{\text{target}}$ are the same.

Proof. Let us show that as long as oriented facets of $T_{\text{target}}$ remain that are not in $T_{\text{current}}$, it is always possible to construct another oriented facet by using one of the three cases of the algorithm. Suppose that the expansion ((NV) and (FC) only) does not reduce $R_u$ to a single oriented facet. According to the previous theorem, $R_u$ is a surface that is not contractible, and there are cycle (closed curve) that are
not homotopic to a point in $R_u$. The edges of the boundary between $R_c$ and $R_u$ form a closed curve without multiple points, and we construct a sequence of triangles with the facets of $R_u$ incident to this curve enclosing the existing cycles. The sequence is a cyclic path of facets, with possibly some facets present several times in the sequence, so that it is possible to extract one or several simple cyclic path of facets from it (any facet appears only once in this a simple facet path) that are maximal by construction. Consequently, there is at least one simple cyclic path of facets, which contains at least one facet with one edge on the boundary between $R_c$ and $R_u$ (and its three vertices on the boundary as described above: otherwise $(NV)$ could have been performed). This facet can be inserted into $T_{current}$ by the operation corresponding to $(PV)$, because it will not split the connected component $R_u$. From these observations, we deduce that it is always possible to conform a new facet of $T_{target}$ into $T_{current}$, because after an expansion scheme, there is either only one facet remaining to be built, meaning that the determination is complete, or several facets remain, and we can conform a new facet using $(PV)$. Consequently, at the end of the algorithm, all facets of $T_{target}$ will be constructed in $T_{current}$ and the two triangulations have the same number of vertices and the same topological genus.

In fact, the expansion steps ($(NV)$ and $(FC)$ only) can be seen as a process that grows $R_c$ without changing its Euler characteristic. On the other hand, this characteristic decreases by one each time we conform a facet using $(PV)$. Therefore, if the Euler characteristic of $R_c$ is equal to the Euler characteristic of $T_{target}$ deprived of one facet, all facets of $T_{target}$ can be constructed in $T_{current}$ using a single expansion.

**Corollary 3.1.** Let $g$ be the genus of an oriented surface and $b$ the number of disjoint closed boundaries. The algorithm uses the case $(PV)$ $2g + b$ times.

**Proof.** After the construction of the first facet, the Euler characteristic of $R_c$ is equal to 1. The expansion does not change the Euler characteristic, but the $(PV)$ case decreases the characteristic of $R_c$. As the Euler characteristic of $T_{target}$ deprived of one facet is equal to $2 - 2g - (b + 1)$, $(PV)$ will be applied $2g + b$ times.

Note that the $(NV)$ and $(FC)$ cases are sufficient when the genus of $T_{init}$ and $T_{target}$ is 0.

We draw the reader’s attention to the fact that the geometry of the triangulation is never used by the algorithm. Indeed, the geometries of triangulations $T_{init}$ and $T_{target}$ can be different.

Let us note also that the algorithm can be parallelized. The principle is to start the algorithm using several seeds and independently manage the expansion of each growing region $R_c$. The only important property is that the unexplored region is still composed of a single connected component.

The cycles encountered after each expansion step are similar to the loops extracted by Lazarus et al [LPVV01] on a triangulated surface, such that cutting the surface along these loops yields a polygon schema. Indeed, their algorithm also involves a region-growing algorithm driven by operations similar to $(NV)$, $(FC)$ and $(PV)$.

![Figure 22: Tiling of the n-gon corresponding to the boundary between unexplored and conformed regions: a) The unexplored region is assumed to be contractible; b) Triangular tiling including the facets incident to the boundary edges.](image-url)
4 Experimental results

The experiments in Table 1 were conducted on a PC with an Intel Core 2 Duo 3GHz CPU and 4 Gb of RAM. The triangulations with * are randomly generated with a massive amount of consecutive flips such that an edge is never flipped again as long as its two adjacent facets do not change.

Note that our algorithm cannot be compared to an existing one in any situation, since our class of triangulations $T$ is wider than the one usually considered, which allows more configurations of the intermediate triangulations. We have compared this in the particular case of geometric planar triangulations. To turn one planar triangulation into another, it is possible to use an algorithm using geometric edge flips [Law77], in which the Delaunay configuration is an intermediate canonical configuration. We compare it to our algorithm on an example (see Figure 24) which does not contain cocycle vertices.
5 Conclusion and perspectives

We have presented a general and original algorithm to determine a sequence of edge flips between two oriented, triangulated surfaces, with the same number of vertices and topological genus. The facet-based version of this algorithm, easy to implement, is a useful tool for manipulating the connectivity of a mesh. Unlike the existing results based on the topological genus of the underlying surface, our algorithm requires no prior knowledge on the surface, does not involve the geometry of the mesh and does not make use of a canonical connectivity configuration between the initial and target triangulations. This makes it possible to obtain very short sequences of edge flips for relatively undisturbed meshes (or no flips at all if the triangulations are the same), which is a valuable property for compression purposes. However, it could be useful to generalize the determination algorithm so that it can be applied to nonorientable triangulated surfaces, or to extend the class of triangulations considered in order to allow more flip operations. In addition to widening the scope of the current method, this would give more flexibility to compute the flip sequences between two manifold triangulations, because the combinatorial of the sequences would be increased and could therefore satisfy more constraints.

This paper has focused on edge flips, but we could combine these results with other operations. This would result in the proposition of a new algorithm for determining bistellar moves between two triangulations of the same compact manifold coinciding on their boundaries. It would initially insert or remove vertices in $T_{\text{current}}$ so that the two triangulations have the same number of vertices and the same genus and then apply our algorithm would then be applied to determining a sequence of edge flips.
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